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STEP HEIGHT OF SPIRALS ON NATURAL HEMATITE
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Assrn,acr

The basal faces of hematite crystals from many localities have been observed with a

phase contrast microscope. Different kinds of spirals are observed on the surface' The

step heights are precisely measured by means of multiple-beam interferometry, and it is

found that they are integral multiples oI 23 A,which is the height of a single Iayer in the

structure, and not that of a unit cell height, which is 13.73 A. Spirals having step heights

close to 2.3 L,4.6 A, 7 A, to A, zo A are observed.

Structural and theoretical consideration shows that the Burgers vector of screw dis-

location or the unit of growth should be the height of the minimum component of the struc-

ture and not that of the unit cell. Therefore, both from theoretical consideration and the

measurements, the widely accepted belief on the unit height of spirals is here contra-

dicted.

INrnooucrroN

Ever since the importance of screw dislocations in crystal growth

phenomena was predicted by Frank (1949), a wide variety of spiral

patterns has been observed on many different crystals. Step heights

of some of these spirals have been measured precisely by means of

either multiple-beam interferometry or by the shadow-casting methods of

electron microscopy. It has been widely believed that the step heights

of the spirals are either one unit cell or a rational multiple thereof.

However, it is not necessary to assume that the unit of growth is con-

trolled only by the geometrical nature of the crystals.

Because of inadequate methods in some earlier studies, it is possible

that the thinnest growth layers were missed. But there are cases in

which the step heights of spirals less than the unit cell were found.

Amelinckx (1951) observed spirals on SiC, type 6H, with a height of

one haif unit cell. He also reported (1955) spirai patterns on ,,-alcohol

crystals having a height of one molecule, whereas the unit cell consists

of two molecules. Verma and Reynolds (1953) detected spirals having

half integral muitiples of the unit cell on stearic acid. In this case,

however, they did not find spirals having step heights less than one unit

cell. Verma (1951) has also reported spirals on SiC having a smaller

step height than the unit cell.
The most common spiral patterns found on hematite are deformed

spirals revealing high step heights. They appear to have originated

from scratches, misfit boundaries, etc., which have formed on the sur-

face during growth, due to mechanical deformation, and external or
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internal stresses. Such high step spirals wil l not be discussed here. The

spirals discussed in this paper are those having a regular form and

spaci.rg between successive Iayers. They might be called "typical spirals,"

and usually occur on the surface of thick growth layers, an indication

that they are formed at the latest stage of growth. They sometimes

cover nearly the whole crystal surface. They may be triangular, trun-

cated triangular or circular. Precise measurements of the step heights

of these spirals have been made with multiple-beam interferometry,

and it is found that the step heights may be less than a unit cell, or

greater. Successful phase contrast photomicr-ographs were obtained of

i teps,  which measurements showed were 2.3 A,4.6 A,  7 A,  tO A,  z0 A,

etc.t Since c6 for hematite is 13.73 A, and as the unit cell consists of

six iayers of oxygen atoms sandwiching iron at^oms, the height of the

minimum component of the cell is indeed 2.3 A. Therefore, it is con-

cluded that the Burgers vector of screw dislocation of hematite, or the

unit of growth, is not one unit cell in height, but is of the height of the

minimum component of the unit cell. It is conjectured that this might

be true not only for hematite but also, for other minerals having a layer

structure, or having a structure which can be interpreted in terms of a

layer structure. In the following section, the resuits of measurements

of these very thin growth spirals are described and shown.

Mprnols on OnsBnverroN AND MBesunBnnNr

With the usual metallurgical reflection microscope, growth layers of

a thickness of less than a few hundred A can hardly be observed. The

very thin layers have been studied here with an "Olympus PMF type"

phase contrast reflection microscope. Very absorbing phase disks give

an exceptionally sensitive phase contrast efiect, and permit observation

of ultra-thin growth layers.
Multiple-beam interferometry has been applied to the measurement

of step height of spirals, using the standard methods developed by

Tolansky (1956). Since this method is well established, only a very

brief account of the practice wil l be given here'

The surface is silvered to a thickness of about 1000 A. It has been

adequately established by Tolansky and Bhide (1956) that silvering

with this thickness does not modify the surface structures. This silvered

surface is matched against a silvered flat, and in accordance with familiar

experimental arrangements, sharp, high precision multiple-beam Fizeau

fringes are produced, using the green mercury line. Under normally

good conditions, it is not diff icult to measure step beights down to 15

f photographs showing 2 3 h,4.6 Land 7 A spirals accompanie:l this paper, but lack oI

contrast made it impossible to reproduce them satisfactorily.
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A. Ho*ever, in the case of layers thinner than 15 A, it is necessary to
apply indirect methods. For instance, when the spacing of the successive
layers of a very shallow spiral is regular and narrow, it is easy to calcu-
late the average step height of a single layer by dividing the easily
measured total height of the spirai by the number of layers. The definite
existence of spirals of layer height of only 2.3 A has been confirmed this
way. Quite often we observe that the thinner layers merge to form a thick
layer. In such a case, we can derive the step heights of the thinner layers
by dividing the measured step height of the thick layer by the number
of thin layers present. Step heights of 4.6 A, 7 h, tO A, etc. have been
obtained in this way. The 20 A spiral was measured directly from the
fringe displacement, using standard procedure.

OesenverroNS AND MB.q.sunn'unNts
23 A Spirals

On the basal planes of hematite crystals from many different localit ies,
triangular structures have been commoniy observed. When multiple-
beam interference fringes are run across such structures, they show a
very small shift, which clearly shows that the height of the structure is
very small. Measurements of the total heights of these shallow hil locks
have been made on one crystal of hematite from Ayumikotan in Japan.
The  sma l l es t  s l ep  he igh t  i s  abou t  20  A ,  t he  max imum 110  A ,  bu t  t he
commoner  s tep  he igh ts  range  f rom 30  A  to  50  A  (Sunagawa ,  1958 ) .

Under low magnification, no fine structure can be seen on the side
face s of these triangular hil ls. However, when phase contrast photo-
micrographs of very high magnification and very high contrast sensi-
tivity are taken, it is revealed that these actually consist of narrow
spaced triangular spirals. Clearly the step height of each layer can be
obtained by dividing total height by the number of clearly resolved
spiral layers. The results measured and calculated for seven different
cases show remarkably good agreement, ranging Irom 2.I A to 3.2 A,
with an average ol 2.6 A. Clearly this low value must be identif ied with
the single layer of FezOa, which is 2.3 A. This is quite a surprising result.
This represents the smallest growth layer yet evaluated by multiple-
beam interferometry. It clearly shows that there exists a screw disloca-
tion with Burgers vector which is only one sixth of a unit cell. Many of
our hematite crystals from different localities reveal that this type of unit
spiral is quite common, and in some cases the whole surface is completely
covered with this type.

The form of these spirals is always regular, consisting of straight-
sided equilateral triangles. The spacings between successive layers are
regular, and very narrow compared to most other spirals.
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Frc. 1. Schematic drawing of hornlike projections at each corner of a 4 6 A spiral'

4.6 i Spiral

On one crystal from Saganoshima, Japan, nearly half the surface is

covered with one triangular spiral originating form a single screw dis-

Iocation. At the center, the spiral has regular triangular form, but after

several turns three of the corners truncate and a deformed hexagonal

pattern appears. At each corner of this hexagon, a horn-like shape is

observed as shown by the diagram in Fig. 1. This pattern is considered

to be formed by the different rate of growth in the direction of A and B'

A l ine crosses the whole crystal surface with a break at one portion.

This l ine consists of two parallel twin boundaries (Sunagawa, 1959)'

Spiral fronts starting at a dislocation point on one side of the l ine spread

out and cross this l ine at the break portion and cover nearly half the

surface on the other side. This is schematicaliy shown in Fig. 2. It is

clear that the point A on the one side of the discontinuity l ine is higher

Frc. 2 Schematic drawing of crystai face coveredlvith a 4.6 A spiral'
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Frc. 3. Example of Fizeau fringes of a 4.6 A spiral on a crystal
from Saganoshima, Japan. \27.

than point B on the other side, and that the level difference between
A and B is equal to the multiple of the height of a single Iayer times the
number of layers between two points. A multiple-beam interferogram
for this area is shown in Fig. 3, which clearly shows the level difference
between two sides of the discontinuity l ine. Measurements of the dif-
ference at several points have been made, and the number of iayers
counted on a phase contrast photomicrograph. The level differences,
number of layers and the step heights of a single iayer, calculated by
dividing the levei difference by the number of layers, are given in Table
1. The results at different points show remarkably good agreement, and
the average step height is 4.5 A, which efiectively coincides with the
predicted height of two layers in the structure.

Tanr,n 1. Al'lnacn Hnrcnr or.a Srrcr,n Lavrr ol e 4.6 A Sprnar,

Total level differences
i nA

Number of Height of a single
layer in A

29
37
60
95
97

t J z

139

rt6
186
266
422
450
601
655

+ . 0
5 . 0
+ 4
4 . 4
4 . O

4 . 6
4 . 7

Average 4 5 A
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Another example of 4.6 A spiral has been found on one crystal from

the Ascension Islands. In this case, the spiral layers bunch together and

form fairly thick layers, from which the total step heights can be measured,

and so the individual spiral step is derived.

7 A spi,rat
On one- crystal from Saganoshima, Japan, spirals with step height of

about 7 A have been observed. Two spirals start from either one screw

dislocation point or alternatively two spirals of opposite sign are situated
ciose together. On the spiral pattern, there are several tongue-like

terraces at which the spiral gror,vth fronts are intercepted. By dividing

Fro. 4. Positive phase contrast photomicrograph showing bunching of 10 A

spiral layers. Ascension Island. X160.

the total height of the tongue-iike terrace by the number of intercepted
spiral iayers, the average step height is found to be 7 A, which is clearly
that of three layers in the structure, i.e., ] unit cell height (Sunagawa,
1960). Similar spirals have been found on crystals from the Azores
Islands, Portugal (Sunagawa, 1959).

to A Spiral

This spiral appears on a crystal from the Ascension Islands. At the
marginal part of the spiral, growth layers bunch to form thick layers as
shown in Fig. 4. No fringe shift is discernible at the edge of the spiral
layer, but fortunately, very clear shifts can be obtained at the edges of
the thick bunches. The number of spiral iayers was easily counted with
the phase contrast photomicrograph. Table 2 shows the resuits of meas-
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urements, number of layers and the average step height of a single
Iayer. The step heights thus calculated range from 9.0 A to tZ.t A,
and average is 10.3 A. rnir range of 9 to 11 A effectively coincides with
about four or five layers.

Tegrn 2. Avnnecn Srnp Hnrcnr on e SrNcr,n Lavrn or, a l0 A Sprnc,

Step heights of bunched
thick layers in A

Number of
layers

Step height of a single
layer in A

1 0 . 8
1 1  3
1 2  1
9 . 3
9 . 9

1 0 . 8
1 0 8
9 . 7

1 0 .  5
9 . 9

1 0  . 0
r0 .7
9 0
9 . 2

Average 10.3 A

20 A Spiral

This spiral was found on one crystal from Saganoshima, Japan. Nearly
half of the surface of the crystal is covered with a spiral pattern originat-
ing from one dislocation point. At the center, the spiral has a triangular
form. The spacing between successive layers is very narrow. But after
several turns, the spacing suddenly increases and the triangular form
changes into a deformed circle. In one direction of the spreading of this
spiral, all the layers of the spiral split up into two thinner layers and
form a characteristic interlacing pattern, part of which is shown in
Fig. 5. Multiple-beam interferograms of very different dispersion have
been obtained. In the case of high dispersion fringes, a very small fr inge
shift is detectable at each edge of the spiral layers, from which a direct
measurement of the step height has been made. As the shifts are very
small, the value so obtained is not very precise. Measurements range
from 18 A to ZS A, and average value is 20 A. It is certainly not 14 A,
which is the height of one unit cell, but exceeds this. The fact that the
spirai layers split into two in one direction of spreading fits in with this

43
124
r.) /
159
169

249
283
3 1 6
365
368
446
427
434

4
1 1
I J

t 7
r7
16
L 3

29
30
37
37
38
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higher figure. (The interlacing pattern observed on this crystal is evi-

dence which suggests the possibil i ty of the existence of polytypism in

hematite.) This spiral possibly originated from a screw dislocation with

Bursers vector of value one and a half unit cell.

Frc. 5. Positive phase contrast photomicrograph shorving interlacing pattern observed

on portion of the 20 A spiral. Saganoshima, Japan' X180

Spi,rols wi.th Big SteP Heights

on crystals from many localit ies, irregular formed spirals have been

observed. These may owe their origin to scratches, distorted portions,

misorientated portions, misfit boundaries, etc., formed by mechanical

deformation and external or internal stresses taking place during growth.

Judging from the visibil i ty, width and the nature of white fringes appear-

ing at the edges of layers on phase contrast photomicrographs, it is

quite safe to say that the step heights of these spirals are large and

variable.

Suulrlnv AND DrscussroN

As a result of detailed observations on the surface structures of

hematite crystals from many localit ies, wide varieties of spiral patterns

have been observed. Most spirals have relatively high step heights and

are of irregular form. But some spirals appear having very small step

height and are of regular triangular or circular form, often appearing on

the surfaces of thick growth layers. At t imes they cover nearly the

whole surface of a crystal. These shallow spirals originate from typical
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screw dislocations. The step heights of these typical spirals have been
measured precisely by mea^ns of multiple-beam interferometry. spirals
having step heights of 2.3 A, 4.6 A, 7 A, 10 A, 20 A have been found.
rt is also found that spirals with one unit ceil in heieht are not at all
common, while those having 23 h,4.6 A are quite common features.

The characteristics of these spirals are as follows:
l) x L spirals always occur as close-spaced triangular spirals. The form is always

regular triangular, and no special pattern formed by the difference of growth rate in
difierent orientations are observed at the corner of the triangles.

2) rn the case of 4.6 A spirals, the spiral pattern is a regular triangle at the center, but
after a few turns three corners truncate, forming a slight displacement at each cor-
ner. This is due to the difierent velocity of spreading in different orientations.

3) rn the case of 7 A spirals, two spirals start at a single dislocation point, or two op-
posite-handed spirals start from two closely situated dislocation points.

4) In the 20 A spiral, the pattern is triangular at the center, but after several turns
it becomes first hexagonal and then circular. Furthermore, in one direction of
spreading, the layers split in two, forming an interlacing pattern.

Frc. 6. Schematic drawing of the structure of hematite.

The unit cell of hematite consists of six layers of oxygen atoms paralel
to 0001, alternating with Fe atoms. As shown in Fig. 6, triangles of three
oxygen atoms are oppositely oriented in successive layers. Hence it is
possible to subdivide the unit cell into six layers. rt is quite reasonable
to expect spirals of a step height of 2.3 A, which is the height of one
of these singie iayers, or step heights with rational multiples oI 23 A,
but not multiples of a unit cell height. This conjecture is also supported
from theoretical considerations on bond chains in the hematite structure,
from the standpoint of the theory of Hartman.
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If we consider the orientation of triangles consisting of three oxygen
atoms, the characteristics of each spiral pattern can be explained clearly
as follows. The 2.3 A spiral should take on a simple and regular tri-
angular pattern, as it consists of only one layer,, on which triangles are
arranged in the same direction. Since the 4.6 A spiral consists of trvo
Iayers, having triangles oppositely orientated, it wil l take on a hexagonal
pattern, though in the center it wil l be of regular triangular form. In
the case of the 7 A spiral, it is considered that the screw dislocation of one
unit cell height is split in two, thus forming a spiral having a half unit
cell height. This is perhaps the reason why two 7 A spirals usually are
situated close together or start from a single dislocation point. In the case
of the 10 A spiral, no specific pattern has been observed. In the case of
spirals having step height higher than the unit cell, the layer can split
into two, or more than two. This is in fact observed in the case of 20 A
spiral.

Both from a theoretical and structural consideration and from precise
measurements, it has been definitely clarif ied that the unit of screw dis-
location or unit of growth is the minimum component of the unit cell
and not one complete unit ceil height. The step height of the spiral
layer can be any rational multiple of the height of this minimum com-
ponent. Since most measurements previously made on the step heights
of spirals show that the heights of spiral layers are of unit cell height or
rational multiples of this, it has been generally believed that the unit
of screw dislocation is the r-ray repeat distance, but, as clearly seen
here, this general idea is contradicted. It is conjectured that this may
also be true in other crystal species, at least in the case of those crystals
having a layer structure.
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